Alignment to the Vibration of Creation

(A Manifestation Incantation for the Samhain Full Moon)

by Magenta Pixie

So you are sat in despair, in trials and tribulations wondering how this seemingly impossible situation can resolve itself? And you call upon us, the higher guides of light for assistance and you say please show me the path.

And we hear you and we respond and we say....remember, it is not just about calling us, the angels or praying to us, he who is most high, or meditating to connect with us, the Mer-Ka-Bah sacred geometric ship, inner transportation system of light....and whilst we are all these and more, as are you, and we say asking, calling, praying, meditating is good...most good....it is not just about this.....remember the other perspective, that which empowers you from within, that which is about you creating the outcome rather than it being delivered to you.

It is both of these of course but in the situation of confusion, uncertainty and fear....that which we may call 'limbo,' the moment betwixt the choice, the decision, it is most in alignment to take back the power of self and align with the vibration you desire in order to create the reality you wish to experience.

In almost all cases where there is worry, fear, uncertainty and the list of multiple 'what ifs'....in almost all of these cases, gratitude is the vibration you are looking for.

You may place in there relief, happiness, joy....yet it is gratitude that holds the key to the manifestation of that which shall create the emotions of relief, happiness and joy
within you.

Aligning with all that is thankfulness, with all that there is to be thankful for will shift the geometries of timelines and probabilities allowing the flow of the synchronistic electrical field that is your higher guidance system and your meaningful subjective experience.

Trust is gratitude's partner in this and with trust and gratitude all can be overcome. We repeat, with trust and gratitude all can be overcome.

And yet....when you feel the tightness of anxiety within the solar plexus and the flutterings of fear within the heart, which can manifest as physical symptoms within your human vehicle, actually moving into the alignment of trust and gratitude is not an easy feat.

Therefore here, within this transmission we provide for you the words, the incantation, the spell for you to chant aloud.

We do not take your power outside of yourself by doing this, we simply provide the tools for you to utilise and this will assist you in bypassing the blocks of worry, fear and anxiety that may make full manifesation of trust and gratitude a 'little difficult' at times, shall we say?

In your current time period you move into the energetic cycle that contains the consciousness sphere of time you call Samhain.

This, a time for an opening of a portal lies close to the gateway of the full moon, it is the full moon that holds the energies of the Samhain seed point creating an opening betwixt the matter and anti-matter realms.

This incantation can be spoken at any time that it is called for, yet if you wish to hold high magik, create an alter or add activating energetic particles to your calling then speak
the words of the incantation during the Samhain seed point and the full moon gateway for this is most in alignment.

At other times one can choose another point within the wheel of sabbats or upon a full moon holding a different energy, or simply one can 'burn the white candle' as they say and open a portal wherever you may be.

Here then is your incantation.

We shall speak here in the feminine for you to change in accordance with your energy field and physical gender.

I stand as the seeker, she who walks the physical plane and moves through the series of tests, lessons and challenges that is bestowed upon the seeker.

I give thanks this day for all that appears to be test, lesson or challenge.

I am aware that there is a higher perception here that the periphery is seen and the wider perspective is viewed.....

.....and to that aspect of self I give thanks, for all that comes my way and for all that I experience

I shall stop resisting the bundle of fears within me as if they are unwanted and a sign of failure.

I embrace and give thanks for the bundle of fears in and of themselves.

I relax, I open my heart to the trust in the divine, the aspect of universal, cosmic self that has never let me
down.

Trusty and reliable in ways that no others display are the beings of Christ Consciousness within the divinity sphere.

I relax, I release resistance and I embrace.

For those fears are there to tell me something, to show me something. They shout to me...something is not in alignment! Something is not in alignment!

Take heed seeker of truth.

For too long, we, as humanity upon Earth have ignored the calls and cries of fears and this has led us astray.

In order to come back into alignment sometimes we must move out of alignment and there lies the jewel, there lies the gift and there lies that which I give gratitude for this day.

And as I speak these words out loud, I know the path ahead has shifted for me. I may not yet feel the flow of gratitude’s embrace as yet but I speak the words.

Right now I speak the words.

Hear me higher perspectives, hear me synchronicity that is the electro magnetic life’s blood, hear me give thanks.

And I do give thanks. I say thankyou to the lesson, the challenge itself and the gift I know that is within, I give thanks to the fears for calling to me and for showing me the path that is not aligned so that I may know the
path that is.

I shall not sit and frantically look for the reasons, the lessons or search for the hidden gems for I know they shall come.

I release resistance and move into the allowing of flow, the flow of trust and gratitude.

I do trust and I do give thanks and I hold the knowing that the outcome that is in most alignment with my highest good shall be the outcome that I desire.

I shall give thanks again, when that eventuality is manifested as I give thanks now, prior to the eventuality in order to create the eventuality.

With trust, in thanks I speak these words out loud.

And so it has been seen and so it shall be and so it is.
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